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ro rIk Red Hook Family,Day Care Training Program
00

Van Brunt Street in the Red Hoek section of .Brooklyn is shabby
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by Betty Lea Brout and Ken Krabbenhoft

and gray in the Thursday morning drizzle. The outside of number 402

looks just as dlls.14dated_as its neighbors. But the interior is a

collage of bright colors and gay homemade decorationh, and it rings

with the constructive noise of children at play. This is the home
N
--of the Red HoolCITamily Day Care'Training Program.

4

Red Hook's Family Day Care program is part of the Agency for

Child Development's publicly-funded day care and child development

services. Under the direction of Commissioner Betti S. Whaley,

ACD's Group day care, Head Start and family day care programs enroll

53,000 children in New York City. Each program is designed to meet

the specific. needs of both children and families, and each local

center is sponsol'ed by a community group such as a settlement house,

church or organization of concerned citizens. RedHglook's sponsor,

the Welfare Recipients Action Group, Inc., got thid program off the

taP ground in the fall of 1971.

CI) Family day care, the least well-known of ACD's three programs,

brings together kmaximum of six children, including the provider

ezp,mother's own, in a private, licensedhome, and. is particularly

beneficial to the child who does be er in a one-to-one situation

CI)
204 than in a group setting. The ldren range in age from 2 months to

lt Years, and they are ca d for from eight in the morning until six

at night. There are 18 providerswho call themselves. Teacher

Mothers because of t emphasis they' place on developing_the full

2
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.potential of the children in their homes-=serving-8000 children in

the five boroughs ofeNew York City, most of whom come from

poverty-dev91 homes. As the name of the program infers, family day

care embraces more than children: the relationships that.deielop

between provider mothers and the mothersof the children they serve

is a.valuable result in a city in which approximately 70% of the

children enrolled come from single-parent homes and in which.the

extended-family has just about disappeared. For Career MptherS

(those who use the service) the provider if often a substitute

mother-sister-grandmother-cousin-aunt.

"In my experierice the kind of woman who" enters family day care

differs from the kind of person who goes into group day care," sayps

Dr. Mariann Winick, a professor of early childhood education at
-3

Lehman College, who directed an experimental project funded by the

Red Hook center (see p.12). "Unlike the-group day care classroom

teacher, who has a degree in early childhood education, the family

day care mother relies on a tremendous 'feel' for child care and, if

she has her own children, a good deal of experience as well."

The original' proposal for funds tlpoimplement this tkning

program was submitted to the tepartment.f Health,. Education and

Welfart in 1970 ty Fran Carter, then Director o f Family Day Care at

ACD, andMary Jackson, who is the pisent Director.

Patrick Kenny, Administrative Director of the Red Hook training
*

program, and Doris Marshall, its Educational Director, are committed

to a course of action designed to develop these innate skills of the

paraprofessional day care provider to the highest degree. Their
gar
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program has proven that, if enough support is made available to family

day care providers-througq sophisticated training programs And'

,indivilUal attention on an on-going basiss.the developmental aspect

of family day care can provide children a rich and rewarding

presChool experience.

The Trainint 451

All inewly-licensed provider mothers in Red Hooke,are required to

attend a comprehensive four-week training course. In workshops and
1

rap sessions, with films, trips; video tapes, role playing and
/\

classrood observation, the providers cover every aspect of child care

-.and development includingincluding heaItill, nutrition and the constructive

use.of play as : avenue to.learning.

Todey°4workshop concerns nutrition. flbtis being held in the

living room of Red Hook's "model apartment" on the second floor. Ten

women and one man-=Red Hook's 8hly provider father to date--form the

class. To understand the importance of nutrition edwation to a progr

which serves a poverty level population, one must realize that

providers do not receive realistic reimbwrsement for their food

expenses. Reports show that the cost of feeding a child in the family

daricare programkin New York City exceeds by one-fifth the actual

amount received.by the provider each month. To ,prepare nutritious
Ai

and varied meals with this financial limitation requires special

know .41ow.

Like all of.the teaching staff at Red Hook, Susan Frigand is an

experienced professional. She guides the response of her students

(
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whose enthusiasm bplies.their general lack of higher education,' with

Insight and care. She rarely corrects .what they say, suggestihg

insteadalternatives to their ideas, new ways for them to interpret

their experiences with or obseivatiOns of children.',An impressive

quantity of books, charts and pamphlets relevantto child nutrition is.'

evident in the cassroom.

The discussion turns to discipline, a 6ontroverstal topic, and

the exchange between the providers grows animated. Some speak in

favor of strict punishment as a means of enforcing obedience, others'

complain that nothing they do matters because theimisbehaving child '

goes home to parents who either do not care or do not know hoW't

discipline the child. Someone suggests-the possibility of withholding

food as a disciplinary action,. and at this point mg. Frigand intervenes

1

to remind them forcefully that meat the cardinal rules of care

and good nutrition is never-tty,use food as punishment. The students

r take the reminder to heart. and before lougtheEdirection of the

discussion has changed: the providers remember those nstances in

their own experiences where patience and perseveiance paid off. This f.

is perhaps the most interesting aspect of this classroom: the degree

to which the students share their knowledge and experiencesl.mtitually

profiting from etch other's past successes and mistakes.

This enthusiasm may be in part attributed to the providers' deep

motivation to learn--a motivation that goes beyond their desire to

provi etter all-round environment for the children in their care.

Ace rding to Dr. Winick, this motivation consists of these women being

considered profeSsional for the fir, time in their lives. The

5
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training they receive at Red Hooka may be the first'step on a road
ftw'

that leads them'to'full utilization of their talents, and the

fulfillient of their potential as working women.
/
/

A' Provider Home

The best pace to see theo results of the Red Hoolc Family Day

Care Training Program is, of course, in the family day care home.

Like many of the women who have completed the training course, .

Mrs. Aid9, Gonzalez lives in the Red Hook Houses. This is one of the

oldest urban renewal projects in the city, and time and neglect have

taken their toll: the. hallway of the building is dim and gray; the
*

tiles are, smudged and covered with graffitti; the mail boxes bear no

names and several have-been pried open.

Mrs. Gonzalez' apartment, by contrast, is clean, qdiet and

tastefully furnished. She is a young, pretty woman who was born in

Puerto RiCQ. She has four family day care children in addition to

her own six-month old son: two preschoolers, now in her home, and two

older children she picks'up after the school day is over. The children
0

mothers, all df whom are employ d; will call for them between 5:45

arid 6:15 PM when Mrs. Gonzalez' hasband'returns from work.

f.n Before discussing her Red Hook training she checks to make sure the

.children are happily at play. Juanita, 21, is busy delivering wooden

bottles fr.= a miniature milk t'ruck to make-believe homes, while

Walter, just past four, erects a complex structure from building blocks.

New toys like these as well as books and paper and paints are delivered

and replaced by Red Hook Educational Aides on their bi-wvekly visits to

all homes in the program. Aides are frequently former. providers;
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all receive pecial, intense training in all aspects of child

development. Mrs. Gonzalez-relies upon her Aide for,support,

counsej.ing an information,about what's going on in the community
1

that her chil en can benefit from. ,There is a deep rapport

between the two women, who-have become close friends. \

Mrs. Gonzalez' ideas about child rearing are well-defined. She

believes in discipline, but didcipline tempered with love and

understanding. She feels that, in the past, she erred on the side

of strictness.

"One of the most important thing's I learned from my training,"

she said, "is to listen to the children, to find out who they really

are and to treat them as individuals. It made me more flexible."

This change of attitude has helped her with a problei she had

with her ten-year olds, Maria and Karen, to give one example. Maria's

teacher reported that she was having aUticulty keeping up with her

class; Karen, on the other hand, was doing extremely well. Both

children suffered from the comparison. How:Mrs. Gori,ialez wondered,

could she devote tore attention to Maria without neglecting Karen? In

one training seminar she had, by obtiserving videotapesof children of

Ivarious ages at play, learned that no two children react to anything

in eXactly the sakme way.' One tape which showed interaction between
0

il

an experienced.provider and two eleven -year old boys, one agressive'

.... and the other vlithdrawn, gave her an idea. By capitalizing on Karen's

desire for independence and her wish to help with the younger' children,

Mrs. Gonzalez-discovered that she could spend more time with Maria.

With Maria's mother she then devised a plariwhereby Marla, who is the



-Youngest-of five siblings, did her homework under Mrs. Gonzalez'

supervision and consequently had more time to wspgrliwith hqr
f

mother in the evenings, when her older brothers and sisters were

doing their homework. Mrs. Gonzalez believes she accomplished

:something important: "I'm proud' of the Tact thg Maria's reading'

level has risen. She really enjoys school now. But I'learned
4.--'

something, too: I know more about these children's individual
11-

needp.;

She is also grateful for the practical information she

garnered from the nutrition workshop on how. to Stretch her food
7

-budget and prepare more interesting meals. -"I also know that when

the children are counting out napkins and spoons they are learning.

at the same time that they are helpihg me," she said..

The workshpps on budgeting, meal - planning, constructive play,

°
behavior and discipline were valuable, but the component that

stands out in her mind ig/the sharing of ideas, attitudes and

approaches to child care with other Teacher Mothers. In this way,

Mrs'. Gonzalez says, she developed a sense of profes ionalism:

"I have'always loved children, but now I thi I know how'to

make that love play an important role in their lives. I'm not sure

you can learn to '`love a child,-but I am sure that you can learn a

new kind of patience, or understanding. Children are just like

adults in lots of ways, I mean, they are individual people. They

hdve their own way of.looking at things. My job is to help them

help themselves."



What About the Parents?,

Training for provider mothers.has proven so successful that

Red Hook has made workshops available to user mothers as well.
ti

"Basically, the parent workshop's cover the same subjects as the

workshops for newly-licensed mothers," Says Yvonne Dash, the Career

Parent Teacher with the Ted HoOk program. "Child development concepts,

relationships between provider mothers and parents, health issues and

meal planning are among the topics discussed."Red Hook has developed

Written guidelines to be used in discussions of lectures by4,

registered nurses, licensed teachers and family day care staff.

Parent training is a difficult-task, because working,mothers

and fathers find it hard to attend classroom meetings in the

evenings,- and babysitting costs prohibit even the most enthusiastic

pant from Leaving 'the home. Mrs. Dash is trying to overcome this

problem by freeing Red Hook parent activity funds to pay for

babysitters.

The response of those parents who have attended the workshops
o
/. is erfthusiabtic. Mrs. Mary Barnes has

4
a son who has been in Red .

Hook Family day care'homes for over two years.

°I't used to be that when I got home from work I was just too

tired to pay. attetion to what Jimmy said. The workshops have
t.. 1

showed me how important it is to listen to my kids, and they've

m taught me how to lisidt. Like, 'one" night Jimmy asked die :where babies

come frbm, and I was too ashamed to tell him. And the next night,

he told mei A' friend of his, he explained the xhofe,thing. I was

even attire ashamed en.: But now it's different: I went to the

workshop on Sex Education, and I think I'll do better with other

9
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questions. Now I spend a few minutes with my provider mother

every day to find out what Jimmy's done that day, so I can talk
T

to ,him about it later. I'm learning that children have hang-ups

just like adults, and that we can talk about them together."

For Matilda Rivera, another user mother enrolled in the

training program, her relationship wits her provider is especially

important, a relationship the workshop has helpedher-to develop.

"My provider mother is just wonderful," she says. "She's my

friend, like.shels my sister. My children have been with her

four years now, and she's like a.member-of the family."

What the workshop have taupt.her is the kind of questions to

ask to find out about her children's activities, progress and

problems during the dayiShe has.also'learned games and other

activities she can do withher children and her provider to

encourage the childreWs development, particularly in those areas

where they need help.

Yvonne Dash sums it up:

"Our training sessions help the user mothers and fatherS

understand the whys and how of what is happen to their children,

and the ways they can help with their chile en's growth. Equally

important is the way they strengthen ties between users and

. . providers of the service, in ways which work for the benefit of all

the cfiildren in the program."

The Bilingual Aspect

As a large percentage of the population it serves is

Spanish-speaking, Red Hook Training Center places great importance

on bilingual/bicultural education. Asthe only fully. bilingual

10
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teacher at, led Hook,. Manuel Rosell is in great demand. Mast

teaching materials used here are not available-in Spanish, neither

are educational films. 'Fortunate1,1 the center 'has its own
3

videotaping,e4uipmentl,and Mr. Rosell is an expert in its use.' For

his classes with provider.mothtrs he films various aspects of child.,

care ranging from indoor play to meal p ,pparation to field trips with

children, and then he records twks of ,4alogue--one in English

and the other in Spanish, with each reflecting different cultural

aspects of the action filmed in ways which support the cultural

heritage of the audience. This is not easy to achieve.

"To be effedtivel a good bilingual program must be bicultural

as well," Mr. Rosell 'explains. "It is not enough simply, to translate

from English to Spanish.4 He elaborates on the d h of these

differences "TaNthe sense of play. Most of o bpanis aking

families are from Puerto Rico, where a child's experience is vastly

different than in the United States. Here, play is more Isoph ,ticatedl

by, that I mean that both the gameb and the equipme tfor them is much

more complex. In,Puerto Rican vi11,ges, toywg ar usually what the

Child finds, a branch from atree, a string of cans tied together,

things of that nature. What compensates. for this
o

great

freedom 9f mcemqpt--there is no automobile traffic, the kids ,can run
0,

and play without fear and without inhibitions, Here, just the

opposite is true: the play, materials are well-made, professional,

but the- children. have much less freedom, either
1
because there are

dangers outdoors or because theydeincramped apartments. The

learning experiences are similarly different. Puerto Rican amilies



have trouble adjusting to American life'styles, so I begin by

-ttanslating the American experience in terms that relate to lif

,N as Puerto Ricans know it.

His goal is,consistent with that of the family day care

am .in general:to teach Puerto Ricans to adapt to

environment while still preserving their own

, t
.

raining p

. their new cult

identity. Mr, Rosell says:

"It is necessary to preserve that ethnic identity "in itite

paTthts If the child is to grow up and retain that identity, to

Ave a sense of who he is, to have dignity and a knowledge of his.

own worth,"

College Credit for Providers

On another floor at 402 Van-Brunt Street a course of a very

different nature is in progress. It is being offered by Pace

University toaselect group of highly' motivted family-day care

provider mothers for credit toward Pace's Bachelor of Professional

Studies degree in Teaching.

The Bachelbr of Professional Studies (BPS) program is "the fruit of a

relatively new-concept in adult education centered around'the,value of

the student's "life experience," 1.e.'Aime logged in-jobs or

volunteer work ih'one of the areas in which, t14degree is awarded--

Busine&the Performing Arts, Community Development, Health Servieed;

and Teaching. It is a concept rapidly gaining favor in adult education

department:sof colleges

ye9.rs of experience of

mothers translate here

and universities across the Country. The

these ireteran Red Hook family day care provider

into college credits in early. childhood

'education.

12-
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- The class is being.led by Professor Rita Cieciuch of Pacer

Today'sl-Material is called the Reading Attainment SyStem, an4Lit is

being used because it is the readihg program in use at P.S.,15, the

local School attended by.the school-age children in these provider

mothers' care'(they bring the children with them'to the center,'and

they are looked after by teaching staff in a ground floor classroom) .
g 4,

P.A. 15, in fact, has loaned a number of books and-ref.ding_materidis;

including graded readers, pronunciation guides, ,sitELL cards Ind

comprehension tests, to Red Hook for use in this course.

Professor Cieciuch is proud of her atuderits, Several of who

are on the Dean's lisCht Pace.

"They, are no ordinary students," she says. "Their. experience,

in the world gives them a kind of zplaturity' and understanding

Undergraduates usually lack. TbAhese a lot of the problems Ifltalk

about in class are only textbook' examples-, but fotothe provider

mothers they are very concrete day-to-day e eriences.4which they-have

already had `to deal with."
.

glasses in the Bachelor of Professional Studies program are

sche led'to accomodate the'hOurs o;,working adults. Pace has

taken this one sttp'farther by extending ,,it' physitAl reso6cedb

_the,comthunity itself.Y
.

"I've gone to classes in the city, too," says one provider

,mother. "I've tried it both ways and I like thiS better. First of all,

it's easier:I don't have to travel so far and I can bring my day care

children to the center. Secondly, I. know these women,-the other
ti

13 j
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A. students.", Knowing. each other well, we work ,better together. -Third,

hate more resources here, everything, the community has to offer."0
P.S.1'has given them the opportunity of visiting the school and

sittingAn ofi-classes where the'Readi g Attainment System is in use.
%.

-, According to Pace University's Dr. Dagny Blanchard, Direaorof

/,-the-B?S Alogram in(EarlyCblidhood Education, Pade would like to op

6 J .

take advantage of what the last year has proven: that with broad-based

trainingl.paraprofessiona1sare fully'competent to deliver quaXity,
.

0- , ,

,

7'

services to children. This, in turn, has. led the Pace faculty to
9

contemplate a revised BPS program specifically tailored to the needs
f

of family day'caie providers. The funding future of Red Hook is the

problem14as no one 'knows when'the necessary funds to pay for the

providers! tuition be available again.

Outreach'

ACD is keenly aware of the need for professional support to the

paraprofessional providers of family day care services. order

effectively-to deliVer this service it has,hired an average of one

---7--vlicensed early childhood education teacher for every 45 to 50 family

day care homes in the City of New York. All of.these outreach

teachers have been or will be trained through the facilities of

Red Hook's training laboratories.

One such outreach teacher is Alike Andlemalk who conducts

classes; for-providerfat three group day care cyters whoie facilities

are available to family day care., At a recent training, session at the

Wake -Eden, Day Care Center in the Bronx, she led fifteen providers

through an experimental humai development training model based on a

14
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modUied life- stages model in terms readily understood

by all. The results of the training are impressive. ,1Mrs. Geraldine

SummersIpas been a provider for three years. Her insights into

child rearing are keen and perceptive and her experience ens a

provider has convinced her that a natural ire of children can be
1.

developed into a professional career outside the home. Her present

training has turned that conviction into action: with pncouraggment

rom the outreach teacher, Mrs. Summeis is planning to re- enter,

c liege, from which she withdrew prior to the birth of the first

oi ber two children, and go for a degree in early childhood

educatiqn.

:,The family day care homes in'the geographic area served by

Alice Andlenan benefit from an unusual link with Lehman College. At.

the same time that two professors of early childhood edudation at

Letima's Ford1am Center, Drs. Mariann Winick and Abigail Woods,

-were siveloping an experimental approach tq child Care, an ACD

Family Day Care Consultant attached to ACD's Bronx; 'Field office",

Xauree Beirn, discovered the difficulty they were encountering in

actual y enrolling preschool children in theirlaboratory'workshop.

Children and providers from family day care homes in the neighbbr-
,

hood made up thettlassroom populations of the two,programs which

were eventually realized.
.0

The first of these tookgplace in the spring and fall of 19741

when two groups of family day care children, one of 15 and the other

of 17, ages 24- to 54 years, met with Dr. Winick or Dr. Moods and

eight undergraduate education students pergroup (the stlidents earned

15
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6 credits for their participation in the training). The children's

'provider mothers alternately worked with them and the instructors.
16

..'

in an 1prtmental classroom equipped with two observation rooms

and one-way.glass and observed other providers doing the sante.

InsirUctipdwas basically;Montessori-type directed play utilizing'

story-telling, painting, dramatic play, blockbuilding,(among

fother.equipment the classroom contained thirty different sets 'of

- blocks) in one-to-or*,,and group sittation. The goctl.of the program,

as it,reflated to the provider miothers was. to' impart a .grasp of

developmental issues,,difficulties dnd techniques, The:Red. Hook,

Family Day Care Program lent personnel and equipment to tape the

training sessions.

Between January and June .of 1975 Drs., Winick and Woods, imple-
.

mented4a. new training program called "Exploring Childhood ", the funds

for which were provided entirely by Red Hbook.'iThe model for 'the

program is a "modularized media- assisted" kit originally developed

by .a Boston-based group of 'educators under a grant fil'om the

Department of Health, Education 'and Welfare's afice of Child

Development. The professors trained outreach teachers and fdiiily

day care coordinators, adapting the kitt)to family day care-training

needS. -TeichersNet'weekly with a toal of 170 provider mothers

to give them a background in early childhood educational theory and

techniques.' Films, pOsters,litabloids and other audio- visual

materialS, as 'well as workshops, were used.

"The program consists, ,of three modules, Dr. Winick said, "each

of whichrequires one yearAo implement. The first is designed to
41V

(
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lay down a developmental framework-by teaching child development

techniques and the basic structure of child development. The

secondfseeks to enrichen the social and cultural interplay between

the comniunit> the child's parental home and the family day, care

home. The goal of the third module is to foster the development

of leadership roles in family 'day care providers.

"I believe we made substantial progress in this direction.

There were obstacles to overcome at the Outset, of ,course -- notably

the communications gap between the trainers and the provider

mothers. But once these were overcome we had some very positive and

immediate results. I was impressed by the willingness to learn and

develop new sociairrelationships and by the progress many mothers

'made in overcoming their traditional assumptions about the value and

content of early education. Mosii for example, cane in believing a

child should be taught to read before anything else. A certain

amount of 'unlearning' was necessary,on their part.before they

understood the importance of play as an avenue-to lediming and the

use of activity in the development of muscular coordination, both

so important tochildren."

Not all provider mothers involved in the Exploring Childhood

program' were likt.the Red Hook mothers on Pace University's Dells

List: only a small number of them expressed a desire to.leave their

homes and begin climbing the career ladder. MahY.Mother8 want to

stay at home while their own children are young. Others who want to

take coursedifor colle6 credit Can't get away--a large family often.,

precludes that. Interebtingly, Dr. clinick's studies indicate that

the profb6sion many providers express an interest in is health

17_



rather than-education.
I

It is br. Winick's opinion that the most important result' of

the program, regardless bf the provider mother's future career

orientation, is the creation and strengthening of the provider's

sense of professionalism.
/

4

this day and age," she says, "staying at home appears as

a negative image for woman. -We can help counter this by nurturing

the sense of professionalism as it relates to Family Day Care."

"I think we should train provider mothers in leadership roles.

We had considerable success in this area with the Exploiing

Childhood program: several mothers moved from anxiety roles vis-a-vis

sex education, for example, to leadership roles in the same area

e.g. leading workshops at city anti state conferences: The ultimate

beneficiary, qf course, is the family day9care

Looking Ahead

The many Red Hook Fatily.pay Gime Training CenterfEAgraM6 ang. the,
t

"Exploring Childhood" modification Aave not been without their

internal problems. was necessary in the beginni ,ng to exper
-'\
with` hours and scheduling to accomodate the needs- of provider:

ck parents; there were initial

providers,in'the classroom,

communication gaps between' trainers and

where firmly entrenched misconceptions

about early childhood education created resistance to teaching

methods- and content. With degrees of success ranging from moderate

to outstanding, .however, these problems have `been overcome: There

is now no question, that the quality of training provided by the Red
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Hook Family Day Care Training Preigram has resulted in a home-based

service which counters much of the criticism leveled against it

by those -early childhood educators who believe that eduCation of.

young children is best left to the professionals. Obviously,

the RedHook provider homes offer much more than "baby-sitting"

for enrolled children. And as the women and men who provide the

service further develop the sense of4"their own profeSsional worth

and the importance of delivering a high-quality developmerital and

educational service, family day care can only 9ontinue to improve.,

The dangers to this program and others like it under the aegis

of.the Agency fol4 Child Development come primarily from without:- The
I

Exploring Childhood Workshop cannot continue this fall because

Red Hook's funding cutbackshave eliminated the professional staff to

run it, The funding. outlook for,newly-licensed providers is unclear

as of November 1, 1975. The long-t'ange f),1 ure of the outreach

teacher program is similarly clouded.

Nevertheless, ACD is keenly aware if the unique "Value of Red

4 Hook's contribution to family'daw care as a way of life-for more than

8000 New YorkeCity children and their families. Its Commissioners.

Betti S. Whaley, is committed to the maintenance of as much of the
9

program as can possibly be maintained through the'current period of

fiscal constraints.
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